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SUMMARY

In human cells, generally a single mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is compacted into a nucleoprotein complex
denoted the nucleoid. Each cell contains hundreds of nucleoids, which tend to cluster into small groups. It
is unknown whether all nucleoids are equally involved in mtDNA replication and transcription or whether
distinct nucleoid subpopulations exist. Here, we use multi-color STED super-resolution microscopy to determine the activity of individual nucleoids in primary human cells. We demonstrate that only a minority of all
nucleoids are active. Active nucleoids are physically larger and tend to be involved in both replication and
transcription. Inactivity correlates with a high ratio of the mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) to
the mtDNA of the individual nucleoid, suggesting that TFAM-induced nucleoid compaction regulates
nucleoid replication and transcription activity in vivo. We propose that the stable population of highly compacted inactive nucleoids represents a storage pool of mtDNAs with a lower mutational load.

INTRODUCTION
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) encodes essential proteins of the
oxidative phosphorylation system, and mtDNA mutations are
associated with numerous severe human diseases (Nunnari
and Suomalainen, 2012; Park and Larsson, 2011). Human
mtDNA encodes 13 proteins, 2 ribosomal RNAs, and 22 tRNAs.
Typically, a single mtDNA interacts with proteins and is compacted into a structure termed nucleoid (Bogenhagen, 2012;
Bonekamp and Larsson, 2018). The most abundant nucleoid
protein is the mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM), a
high-mobility-group box domain protein with functions in transcription activation, mtDNA compaction, and nucleoid maintenance (Farge et al., 2012; Kukat and Larsson, 2013; Murugesapillai et al., 2016). Numerous other proteins are associated with
nucleoids, including components of the transcription and replication machinery (Bogenhagen et al., 2008; Falkenberg et al.,
2007; Farge and Falkenberg, 2019). Cells contain typically
several hundred up to a few thousand nucleoids. It is common
for mtDNA mutations to affect only a subset of all nucleoids, a
phenomenon called heteroplasmy (Stewart and Chinnery,
2021; Wallace, 2010). Somatic tissues may contain abundant
mtDNA mutations that can be linked to neurological and cardiac
diseases, as well as respiratory failures (Park and Larsson, 2011).

It is not known if in cells all nucleoids are functionally
similar or if individual nucleoids are dedicated to replication
or transcription and form functionally separated subpopulations. In vitro data showed that the ratio of TFAM to DNA influences the compaction of nucleoids and thereby also
the activity of reconstituted nucleoids (Bonekamp and Larsson, 2018; Farge et al., 2014; Kukat et al., 2015). In
mouse tissues, TFAM has been shown to act as a general
repressor of mtDNA expression (Bonekamp et al., 2021).
Strong overexpression of TFAM in mice increases the
mtDNA copy number, whereas deletion of the Tfam gene
is accompanied with a loss of mtDNA (Ekstrand et al.,
2004; Larsson et al., 1998). However, if and how the
TFAM/mtDNA ratio of an individual nucleoid affects its activity in vivo is unknown.
Previously, using diffraction-limited microscopy, individual nucleoids could not be reliably visualized in cells because of their
small size of less than 100 nm and their tendency to cluster
with each other (Kukat et al., 2011), potentially resulting in
substantial errors in the inferred duplication and turnover rates
of nucleoids. To accurately visualize individual replication and
transcriptionally active nucleoids, we here relied on multicolor
diffraction-unlimited STED super-resolution microscopy (Jakobs
et al., 2020).
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Figure 1. A large fraction of nucleoids is replication-inactive
(A) Primary HDFa cells were incubated for 18 h with EdU to label the replication-active nucleoids. Confocal image of an immunodecorated fibroblast. Green: DNA
(all nucleoids); magenta: EdU-positive nucleoids.
(B) Replication-active and -inactive nucleoids are located in the same tubular mitochondrion after 72-h incubation with EdU. Green: DNA (all nucleoids); magenta:
EdU-positive nucleoids; blue: mitochondrion (Mic60).
(C and D) STED super-resolution microscopy demonstrates that replication-active and inactive nucleoids can form a single cluster that is not resolvable by
conventional microscopy. Color coding as before. (C) Diffraction-limited confocal recoding. (D) STED imaging.
(E) Number of EdU-positive nucleoids in a cell over time during incubation with EdU. The total number of nucleoids (green, dashed) and the total number of EdUpositive nucleoids (magenta) per cell were determined on STED images of 213 cells. See Figure S1 for the variation of the nucleoid content in single cells.
(F) Modeling of nucleoid dynamics. At least two nucleoid populations are required to explain the experimentally determined EdU incorporation dynamics. Shown
are the best-fitting modeled EdU incorporation rates (for details on the parameters, see Table S1). Model A (dashed, black): all nucleoids are exhibiting the same
duplication and degradation rates. Model B (independency model) (red line): two fully separated nucleoid populations with different activity levels. Model C
(inactivation model) (blue): exchange between both populations is allowed, but the inactive population is entirely inert.
(G) Description of the two best-fitting models with only three variables. Left: model B (independency model), a population of active nucleoids exhibits high
duplication (af) and degradation (bf) rates. A second, less active population shows slower rates (as and bs). The overall cellular nucleoid population size remains
constant. The two populations do not exchange nucleoids. Model C (inactivation model): nucleoids can transfer from the active to the inactive population with a
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RESULTS
A large fraction of nucleoids is replication inactive
For this study, we used early passage non-cancerous adult human dermal fibroblasts (HDFa) from healthy donors, because
these cells are expected to contain fewer mutations in their
mtDNA as compared with other cell models, such as cultivated
cancer cells. We incubated these fibroblasts in 10 mM 5-ethynyl-20 -deoxyuridine (EdU). EdU is a synthetic nucleoside that incorporates after processing into newly synthesized nuclear and
mtDNA during replication (Prole et al., 2020). The nucleoid-incorporated EdU was visualized in fixed cells by attaching a tag (Alexa
Fluor 488) via click chemistry followed by indirect immunocytochemistry against the tag (Figure 1A). This approach increases
the apparent size of the nucleoids by about 30 nm (Dyba et al.,
2003) but has the benefit of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio
strongly. The cells were additionally decorated with an antiserum
against DNA to record the entire nucleoid population.
Nucleoids that were involved in mtDNA replication (EdU-positive nucleoids) and EdU-negative nucleoids localized in the
same tubular mitochondrion (Figure 1B). STED super-resolution
microscopy, but not diffraction-limited confocal microscopy,
was able to visualize EdU-negative nucleoids clustering with
EdU-positive nucleoids, demonstrating that the replication-inactive nucleoids are not spatially segregated from the replicationactive nucleoids (Figures 1B–1D). We observed a strong variance of fluorescence intensities, reflecting the progression of
EdU incorporation during replication, but did not find an
increased number of nucleoids exhibiting a specific low-intensity
fluorescence, which would potentially indicate a stable D-loop
formation (Nicholls and Minczuk, 2014).
To determine the kinetics of nucleoid turnover, we kept the
cells for up to 120 h in a medium containing a constant concentration of EdU and visualized the nucleoids that were involved in
mtDNA replication after chemically fixing the cells at various time
points after addition of EdU. Because generally an individual
nucleoid contains a single mtDNA (Kukat et al., 2015), a nucleoid
can be regarded as a ‘‘replication unit.’’ Hence mtDNA replication and nucleoid duplication are coupled. To ensure a robust
statistical analysis of nucleoid turnover, we analyzed more than
121,000 individual nucleoids in 213 cells. All analysis was performed semi-automatically in a blinded approach to avoid
observer bias. The number of nucleoids per cell varied between
around 200 and 1,000 (568 ± 223 [SD]), which presumably reflects different cell-cycle stages (Figure S1). The average number
of nucleoids per cell fluctuated at around 568 ± 15 (SE) over the
course of 5 days, suggesting that the EdU incubation had no influence on the nucleoid duplication and degradation dynamics
(Figure 1E). Intriguingly, after 1 day, one-third of the nucleoid
population was EdU positive, whereas even after 5 days, more
than one-third of the nucleoids still had not been involved in replication. This suggests a pronounced heterogeneity in the duplication rates of the nucleoids of a cell.
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To understand the underlying nucleoid turnover dynamics, we
systematically modeled various scenarios and compared the
calculated nucleoid population dynamics with the experimental
data. For the modeling, we set the overall doubling of the entire
nucleoid population to 7 days, which corresponds to the experimentally determined cell division rate. The simplest assumption,
a homogeneous nucleoid population with constant degradation
and duplication rates, could be excluded, because for no combination of duplication and degradation rates did the modeled
outcome fit to the experimental results (Figure 1F). Likewise,
the assumption of two distinct nucleoid populations with either
identical degradation or identical duplication rates did not suffice
to explain the data.
The minimal model to describe the progression of the labeling
of nucleoids by EdU faithfully encompasses two nucleoid populations with three independent parameters. We identified two
different two-nucleoid population models to fit to the data with
high accuracy (Figure 1G). Both models predict a nucleoid population with a high duplication rate (more than 0.5 nucleoid duplication per nucleoid and per day) and a second nucleoid population with very limited or no duplications (for details on the
predicted duplication and degradation dynamics, see Table
S1). In both models, the less active (or inactive) nucleoid population represents at least 50% of the entire nucleoid population.
The models differ in that one model, the ‘‘independency model,’’
predicts the existence of two fully independent nucleoid populations, whereas the other model, the ‘‘inactivation model,’’ allows
nucleoids to transition between the two populations. In the
‘‘independency model,’’ the population of almost inactive nucleoids is maintained in dividing cells by a low but existing rate of
nucleoid duplications, whereas in the ‘‘inactivation model,’’ the
inactive nucleoid population is fueled by the transition of active
nucleoids into inactive ones. Both models predict high turnover
rates of active nucleoids (more than 0.3 nucleoid degradation
per nucleoid and per day). Such a high turnover is required,
because the models predict that the nucleoid duplication rates
exceed the cellular division rate, fully in line with previous reports
(Stewart and Chinnery, 2021). Conceptually, the two models are
very similar and not mutually exclusive.
Because models with two nucleoid populations and only three
variable parameters allow to explain the experimental data very
well, more complex models with more variables would also fit the
data. Thus, our data demonstrate that replication-active and
(almost) replication-inactive nucleoids exist, but these represent
not necessarily separated populations, because also nucleoids
with intermediate activities may be present.
Replication-active nucleoids are also transcriptionally
active
The mitochondrial RNA (mtRNA) polymerase POLRMT and the
activation factors TFAM and TFB2M are required for mitochondrial transcription initiation (Falkenberg et al., 2002; Ringel
et al., 2011; Shutt and Gray, 2006). Transcription can result in

rate constant t. The inactive population exhibits neither duplication nor degradation. See Table S1 for detailed parameters of both models. Also in this model, the
overall nucleoid population size remains constant. Data are represented as the mean, and error bars indicate the standard error (E and F). STED images display
raw data with minimal background subtraction.
Scale bars, 2 mm (A and B); 100 nm (C and D). See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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mtRNA synthesis or in the generation of a replication primer,
which starts subsequent DNA replication. Thereby, mtDNA replication is mechanistically linked to mitochondrial transcription
(Agaronyan et al., 2015; Minczuk et al., 2011; Pham et al.,
2006; Posse et al., 2015). Thus, we next investigated whether
the replication-active nucleoid population also exhibits an
enhanced transcription activity. To visualize mtDNA replication
together with transcription at single-nucleoid resolution, we supplemented the cell culture medium with EdU, and additionally
added the synthetic nucleoside 5-bromouridine (BrU). BrU is
processed and subsequently incorporated into RNA during transcription and thereby labels mtRNA (Iborra et al., 2004). To visualize the incorporated BrU, we decorated the fixed cells with an
anti-5-bromo-20 -deoxyuridine (anti-BrdU) antibody.
We found that when the cells were incubated for more than 1 h
in BrU, the fluorescence signal was distributed across the entire
mitochondrial network and could no longer be assigned to a specific nucleoid. This suggests that after synthesis, the labeled
RNA is quickly detached from the nucleoid. We found that a
25-min pulse of BrU resulted in a distinct mtRNA labeling, so
that the newly synthesized mtRNA could still be reliably assigned
to an active nucleoid. Intriguingly, STED microscopy revealed
that a BrU signal was generally adjacent to the mtDNA, whereas
an EdU signal typically co-localized with the mtDNA. To label
replication and transcriptionally active nucleoids, we incubated
the fibroblasts initially for 45 min in EdU and then added BrU to
the EdU-containing medium for a further 25 min. We recorded
nucleoids by three-color STED super-resolution microscopy to
detect simultaneously EdU, BrU, and DNA (Figures 2A and 2B).
All four possible nucleoid activity states were observed: inactive
nucleoids, i.e., DNA labeling only (Figure 2C); replication-active
nucleoids, i.e., DNA labeling and EdU signal (Figure 2D); transcriptionally active nucleoids, i.e., DNA labeling and BrU signal
(Figure 2E); and nucleoids involved in replication and in transcription (DNA, EdU, and BrU signal) (Figure 2F). Because nucleoids with different activity states were distributed throughout the
mitochondrial network (Figure 2G; Figure S2A) and different activity states were found in clusters of nucleoids, we conclude that
the distance of a nucleoid to the nucleus does not influence its
probability to be involved in replication or transcription.
Of more than 18,000 analyzed nucleoids, 8.3% were EdU positive and 15.1% were BrU positive, and thus were engaged in
replication or transcription, respectively (Figure 2H). Hence in
fibroblasts, more nucleoids are engaged in transcription than in
replication at a given time point.
We next questioned whether replication-active nucleoids are
more likely to be involved in transcription than replication-inactive nucleoids. The notion that individual nucleoids are dedicated
solely to either replication or transcription could immediately be
excluded, because a sizable number of nucleoids (3.4%) were
replication and transcriptionally active. If replication and transcription were fully independent, one would expect that in the
investigated time frame about 1.3% ± 0.06% (SE) (the product
of the percentage of the EdU-positive and BrU-positive nucleoids) were involved in both processes. The observed number
is 2.3- to 2.8-fold higher (3.4% ± 0.15% [SE]), demonstrating
that these processes are linked (Figure 2H). Nucleoids active in
replication are significantly more likely to be involved also in tran-
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scription than replication-inactive nucleoids and vice versa
(Figure 2I; Figure S2B).
The data show that in cells mtDNA replication and transcription are linked. We conclude that the replication-active population of nucleoids coincides with the transcriptionally active
nucleoid population. This suggests that the same mechanisms
regulate mtDNA replication and mitochondrial transcription activation and inactivation in cells.
Active nucleoids are enlarged and exhibit a lower
TFAM-to-mtDNA ratio
Previous super-resolution studies showed that nucleoids typically have a slightly elongated form, but that also other shapes
may exist (Brown et al., 2011; Kukat et al., 2011). It has been suggested that a nucleoids’ ellipticity reflects its compaction, and
that the more elongated shapes represent active nucleoids
with a lower degree of compaction (Gustafsson et al., 2016).
To test this hypothesis, we determined the overall brightness,
size, and shape of active and non-active nucleoids on three-color STED images. Analysis of more than 15,000 nucleoids revealed that replication and transcriptionally active nucleoids exhibited an increase in the fluorescence intensity upon decoration
with an anti-DNA antibody by 36% and 56%, respectively,
compared with inactive nucleoids (Figure 2J). In EdU-positive,
but not necessarily in BrU-positive, nucleoids, the actual mtDNA
content is temporarily increased during the replication process.
Hence the overall increase in brightness suggests that in active
nucleoids the accessibility of the DNA to the antibody is
increased. The increase of the brightness is accompanied with
a 2D enlargement of active nucleoids, by 15% and 18% on
STED images (Figures 2K and 2L; Figure S2C), which corresponds to a volume increase of 21% and 26%, assuming
that nucleoids have the shape of prolate spheroids (Figure S2D)
(Bonekamp and Larsson, 2018). In the fibroblasts, most nucleoids adopted an elongated shape. The ratio of the antibody
decorated nucleoids’ long to short axis was significantly
increased in replication (109 nm 3 67 nm) and transcriptionally
active nucleoids (110 nm 3 68 nm) over inactive nucleoids
(100 nm 3 64 nm), proving a more pronounced ellipticity in active
nucleoids (Figures 2K and 2L; Figure S2E). Hence the overall increase in size, brightness, and ellipticity of active nucleoids implies that to facilitate mtDNA replication and transcription, the
otherwise highly compacted nucleoids soften and enlarge.
In vitro, the TFAM:mtDNA ratio influences the compaction of
nucleoids, and studies using reconstituted nucleoids demonstrated that the compaction level influences replication and transcription (Farge et al., 2012, 2014; Kukat et al., 2015; Kukat and
Larsson, 2013). Hence we next analyzed whether in cells the
active nucleoids have a different TFAM:mtDNA ratio than the
inactive nucleoids.
Because currently, to the best of our knowledge, all suitable
antibodies against TFAM and DNA are produced in mice, we
could not label these targets using immunocytochemistry simultaneously with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, we
could not determine the TFAM:mtDNA ratio on the singlenucleoid level directly. To overcome this problem, we recorded
cells labeled for TFAM and EdU or for DNA and EdU, respectively, at different time points after the addition of EdU. The
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Figure 2. Replication-active nucleoids are also transcriptionally active
(A–F) Nucleoids can be involved in replication, transcription, or both processes. HDFa cells were incubated for 70 min with EdU to label replication-active nucleoids and for 25 min in BrU to label transcriptionally active nucleoids. Confocal (A) and STED (B–F) recordings of nucleoids of immunolabeled fibroblasts. Green:
DNA (all nucleoids); magenta: EdU-positive nucleoids (replication); cyan: BrU-positive nucleoids (transcription). (A and B) Cluster of nucleoids with different
activities resolved by STED microscopy. (C–F) Nucleoids with different activities.
(G) The activity of nucleoids is independent from their distance to the nucleus. The closest distance of the nucleoids of 51 cells to the surface of the respective
nucleus was determined together with the activity status (replication and/or transcription) of the nucleoid.
(H) Fractions of nucleoids that were involved in replication or transcription within the preceding incubation period with EdU and BrU for 70 and 25 min,
respectively. ‘‘both calc’’ indicates the mathematical product of the fractions of replication and transcriptionally active nucleoids; ‘‘both’’ shows the measured
data.
(I) Replication-active nucleoids are more likely to be transcriptionally active than replication-inactive nucleoids.
(J) Transcription and replication-active nucleoids exhibit a higher DNA signal than inactive nucleoids.
(K) Averaged STED images of nucleoids immunolabeled for DNA. STED images of 12,375 inactive nucleoids, 2,228 transcriptionally active nucleoids, and 1,193
replication-active nucleoids were aligned and averaged.
(L) Active nucleoids are larger and show a more pronounced ellipticity. The contours of the averaged nucleoids shown in (K) were determined at their full width at
half maximum (FWHM). The graphic displays the overlay of the contours normalized to the averaged inactive nucleoids. STED images were corrected for crosstalk. Note that the presented data depict the size of nucleoids decorated with antibodies. Boxplots show the inter-quartile range (25%–75%), the horizontal line
represents the median, the dot represents the mean value, and error bars indicate the standard error (H–J).
Statistical significance was determined using two-tailed Student’s t test; ***p % 0.001. The exact p values are given in Table S3 (H–J). Scale bars, 500 nm (A and
B); 200 nm (C–F). See also Figure S2.

analysis revealed that at all time points, even within a single cell,
the TFAM levels varied strongly between nucleoids, whereas the
DNA signal per nucleoid varied only slightly (Figures 3A and 3B).
In order to calculate the average TFAM:mtDNA ratio in EdUpositive and EdU-negative nucleoids, we averaged the TFAM
and the DNA fluorescence signal intensity of EdU-positive and
EdU-negative nucleoids at each time point. We sampled at

each time point between 10,000 and 20,000 nucleoids. Finally,
the ratio between the average TFAM signal and the average
DNA signal of the EdU-positive and the EdU-negative nucleoids,
respectively, at the various time points was formed.
We found that already at 1.5 h, but also at prolonged incubations of 24 h with EdU, the average TFAM:mtDNA ratio was
lower in EdU-positive nucleoids by 20%–40% compared with
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Figure 3. Active nucleoids exhibit a lower TFAM:mtDNA ratio
(A and B) Exemplary images of parts of fibroblasts, incubated with EdU for 12 h, and decorated for EdU and TFAM (A) or EdU and DNA (B).
(C) Replication-active nucleoids exhibit a reduced TFAM:mtDNA ratio. After 1.5- or 24-h EdU incubation, replication-active (EdU-positive) nucleoids show on
average a 20% or 25% reduction of the TFAM:mtDNA ratio, compared with the respective inactive nucleoids. See also Figure S3 for different EdU incubation
times.
(D) Low TFAM levels correlate with a high replication activity, as determined on the single-nucleoid level. Fibroblasts were incubated for 4.5 or 24 h with EdU and
were subsequently labeled for EdU and TFAM. The TFAM signals of individual nucleoids measured on STED images were binned, and for each bin, the fraction of
EdU-positive nucleoids was determined. The number of EdU-positive nucleoids in the bin with the lowest TFAM intensity (dashed line) was estimated based on a
comparison of the different datasets to determine unspecific background.
(E) Transcriptionally active nucleoids exhibit a reduced TFAM:mtDNA ratio. After 50-min BrU incubation, transcriptionally active (BrU-positive) nucleoids show on
average a 6% reduction of the TFAM:mtDNA ratio, compared with the respective inactive nucleoids. See Table S2 for the raw values of the TFAM and DNA
fluorescence intensity.
Data are represented as the mean, and error bars indicate the standard error (C and E). Scale bars: 500 nm (A and B). See also Figure S1 and Table S2.

the EdU-negative nucleoid population (Figure 3C; Figure S3;
Table S2). This suggests that in replicating nucleoids the mtDNA
is decorated with less TFAM than in non-replicating nucleoids.
To further explore this finding, we determined the probability
of a nucleoid with a specific TFAM level to be involved in replication at incubation times of 4.5 and 24 h (Figure 3D). For both time
points, we found that nucleoids with low TFAM amounts had a
higher probability to be replication active. This tendency was
more obvious at longer incubations with EdU, presumably
because after prolonged incubation with EdU also those nucleoids that belonged to the active population, but were involved
in replication at a later time point, became EdU positive. Intriguingly, a large number of nucleoids (up to 35% of the EdU-positive
nucleoids) had such a low TFAM signal that they escaped the
automated analysis, because the TFAM signal was not or only
slightly above the background noise. Because the EdU signal
was highly specific, we could estimate the absolute numbers
of nucleoids with very low TFAM levels (Figure 3D, dotted lines).
We found that the nucleoids with very low TFAM levels exhibited
a particularly high probability for mtDNA replication (Figure 3D).
Together this demonstrates that low TFAM levels indicate a
high probability of replication, whereas high TFAM levels correlate with low replication rates. Nucleoids with very high TFAM
levels did not show mtDNA replication activity, and nucleoids
with very low TFAM levels exhibited a very high probability to
be involved in replication.
Because our data show that replication and transcription are
linked on the individual nucleoid level (Figure 2), this predicts
that also transcriptionally active nucleoids exhibit a reduced
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TFAM:mtDNA ratio compared with transcriptionally inactive nucleoids. To test this hypothesis, we applied a 50-min BrU pulse,
because this proved to be the longest incubation time that still
allowed correlating the BrU signal to a specific nucleoid without
excessive background. We found that in the BrU-positive nucleoids, the TFAM:mtDNA ratio was on average smaller by 6%
compared with the BrU-negative nucleoids (Figure 3E; Table
S2). We assume that this value underestimates the actual difference in the TFAM/mtDNA ratio between transcription-competent and transcription-incompetent nucleoids, because within a
50-min BrU pulse presumably only a small fraction of the transcription-competent nucleoids were labeled.
Altogether, the data show that active nucleoids are larger and
exhibit less TFAM per mtDNA, suggesting that high TFAM levels
result in a compaction of the nucleoids, thereby reducing their
ability to be involved in replication or transcription. The specific
TFAM:mtDNA ratio of the individual nucleoid may be regarded
as a molecular switch, deciding whether the nucleoid is inactive
or primed to be engaged in replication and transcription.
Because the TFAM:mtDNA ratio varies strongly across the
nucleoid population, stable active and inactive nucleoid populations are established in a cell.
DISCUSSION
Mutated and wild-type mtDNAs are coexisting in cells, which is
referred to as heteroplasmy (Stewart and Chinnery, 2021;
Wallace, 2010). Heteroplasmic mtDNA mutations can be
maternally inherited, and strong evidence shows that the
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Figure 4. TFAM:mtDNA ratio of a nucleoid defines its activity level
Nucleoids with a low TFAM:mtDNA ratio exhibit high replication and transcription activity, whereas nucleoids with a high TFAM:mtDNA ratio are functionally inert.
The sizable pool of inert nucleoids may contribute to keeping the mutational load of the mtDNA in somatic tissue low.

heteroplasmy level can change markedly between members of a
pedigree (Cree et al., 2008; Wai et al., 2008). In addition to the inherited mtDNA mutations, increased levels of somatic mtDNA
mutations have been observed in several diseases, as well as
in aging humans. These somatic mutations tend to undergo
clonal expansion that may cause mosaic respiratory chain deficiency in various tissues, causing a variety of phenotypes associated with aging and age-related diseases (Larsson, 2010). Presumably, mechanisms exist that counteract the expansion of
mutated mtDNA in somatic cells, analogous to the genetic
bottleneck described for the germline (Zhang et al., 2018).
Whereas the genetic bottleneck hypothesis provides an explanation for the rapid changes in the spread of mutations observed
during transmission from one generation to the next, the molecular mechanisms underlying the changes in allele frequency in
somatic cells are poorly understood.
This study demonstrates the presence of active nucleoids
that exhibit high duplication and turnover rates, as well as a
sizable inactive population with low replication and transcription activity. Previous studies relying on the incorporation of
3
H-thymidine, BrdU, or EdU into mtDNA demonstrated that
mtDNA replication is independent of the cell cycle (Bogenhagen
and Clayton, 1977; Davis and Clayton, 1996; Gross et al., 1969;
Kai et al., 2006; Lentz et al., 2010). These studies demonstrated
variable turnover rates of nucleoids, with the average duplication and degradation rate depending on the cell type. These
studies averaged across the entire nucleoid populations,
because they could not resolve nucleoid subpopulations.
When calculating the average duplication and turnover rates
of a nucleoid population based on the determined singlenucleoid activity levels, we find nucleoid population dynamics
comparable with those reported previously.
mtDNA replications are the major source of mtDNA mutations, because mtDNA replication induces point mutations,
but also mtDNA deletions (Falkenberg and Gustafsson, 2020;
Larsson, 2010; Phillips et al., 2017). In addition, the DNA repair
mechanisms within mitochondria are less efficient than in the
nucleus, which also contributes to an increased mutation rate
in mtDNA compared with nuclear DNA (Fontana and Gahlon,
2020; Khrapko et al., 1997). Although the contribution of oxy-

gen radicals to the overall generation of mtDNA mutations is
controversially discussed (Larsson, 2010; Zheng et al., 2006),
it is tempting to assume that the inactive, highly compacted nucleoids are protected by TFAM against the harsh mitochondrial
environment (Alexeyev et al., 2013). Together this implies that
the active nucleoid population is likely to be particularly vulnerable to the accumulation of mutations, whereas the inactive,
highly compacted nucleoid population is comparatively well
protected.
This raises the intriguing possibility that the inactive population
serves as a storage pool of non-mutated mtDNAs (Figure 4). The
data presented in this study support the concept that TFAMinduced compaction of nucleoids suppresses their replication
and transcription activity. The TFAM:mtDNA ratio defines the
active and non-active nucleoid populations, although the data
do not exclude the possibility of more populations, or even a
population gradient. To maintain the size of the inactive nucleoid
population in dividing cells, the inactive nucleoids may either
exhibit a low but existing duplication rate, or the population
may be replenished by the transition of active nucleoids into
inactive ones. Because the inactive nucleoids are presumably
better protected against the accumulation of mutations, they
may represent a storage pool of unmutated mtDNAs. Because
the inactive nucleoids can be presumably activated by the
removal of TFAM, mechanisms might exist that allow the cell
to access the inactive nucleoid population upon mitochondrial
damage or cell division.
Hence the finding of distinct nucleoid populations, which differ
in activity and possibly in the mutational load, potentially opens
up new avenues to investigate the genetic bottleneck both in
the germline and in somatic tissues. The binding of TFAM to
mtDNA, which apparently influences the balance between active
and inactive nucleoids, may be influenced by regulating the
TFAM levels or the affinity of TFAM to mtDNA (King et al.,
2018; Matsushima et al., 2010).
In conclusion, we show that in cells at least two nucleoid populations with different transcription and replication activities
exist, which are defined by the TFAM:mtDNA ratio of the individual nucleoid. This might open up strategies to devise novel pharmaceutical approaches targeting mtDNA diseases.
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Limitations of the study
We investigated the ratio, dynamics, and structural properties
of active and inactive nucleoids only in a single primary cell
line (primary human dermal fibroblasts). The ratio of active to
inactive nucleoids, as well as the exact replication and degradation dynamics, might differ in other cell types and more
complex samples such as tissues.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Adult human dermal fibroblasts of a male donor (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA, ATCC Number: PCS-201012, Lot Nr: 70017799) were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with glutaMAX and 4.5 g/L glucose (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), supplemented with 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 mg/mL streptomycin (Merck, Burlington, MA, USA),
1 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Merck) at 37 C and 5% CO2. The fibroblasts were used before the 15th passage to ensure that the cells were not nearing the Hayflick limit.
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METHOD DETAILS
Nucleoside incorporation
For labeling replication-active nucleoids, we used the click-It Alexa Fluor488 Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were incubated with
10 mM EdU between 70 min and 5 days. At incubation times of more than 12 h, the EdU containing medium was changed every 12 h to
ensure a constant EdU concentration. When medium was changed, preconditioned medium supplemented with EdU was used. For
the preparation of the preconditioned medium, fibroblasts were incubated in medium for at least 24 h and the medium was sterile
filtrated before further use. For labeling transcriptionally active nucleoids, cells were incubated with 10 mM BrU (Sigma Aldrich) for
25 to 50 min. A 250 mM BrU solution in dH2O was freshly prepared prior to each experiment.
Immunolabeling
For immunolabelling, cells were fixed with prewarmed (37 C) 4% formaldehyde in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.68 mM KCl and 10 mM
Na2HPO4, pH 7.4) for 5 min at RT. If cells had been incubated with EdU or BrU, a short washing step with cell culture medium
was performed prior to fixation. Fixed cells were extracted with 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 in PBS, blocked with 5% (w/v) BSA in
PBS. If cells had been incubated with EdU, the incorporated EdU was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 via a copper-catalyzed azidealkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) using the click-It Alexa Fluor 488 Kit according to manufacturers’ instructions (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Afterward, cells were incubated with diluted primary antibodies against Mic60 (Proteintech, Rosemont, IL, USA), dsDNA
(abcam, Cambridge, UK), BrdU (abcam), TFAM (Abnova, Thaipeh, Taiwan), or Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 5% (w/v)
BSA in PBS for 1 h at RT. After washing in PBS, the primary antibodies were detected with secondary goat anti-rabbit, sheep antimouse or goat anti-rat antibodies (Jackson Immuno Research, Wes Grove, PA, USA) custom-labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), Atto490ls (Atto-Tec, Siegen, Germany), Abberior STAR RED (Abberior, Göttingen, Germany) or labeled by the
manufacturer with Alexa Fluor 594 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After washing with PBS, the cells were mounted in Mowiol with
0.1% 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octan (DABCO).
Microscopy
Confocal microscopy was performed with a TCS SP8 (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) or with a STED 775 QUAD scanning microscope
(Abberior Instruments, Göttingen, Germany) in the confocal mode. STED nanoscopy was performed using a STED 775 QUAD scanning microscope (Abberior Instruments) with either a 775 nm Katana-08 HP laser (Onefive GmbH, Regensdorf, Switzerland) or a
775 nm STED laser (Abberior Instruments) for stimulated depletion. The objective was an UPlanSApo 100x/1.40 Oil objective
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). For STED nanoscopy, the fluorophore Atto490ls was excited at 485 nm, Alexa Fluor 594 was excited at
561 nm or 594 nm and Abberior STAR RED was excited at 640 nm. Images were recorded with a pixel size of 15 to 25 nm.
Nucleoid detection
Nucleoids were automatically segmented in two and three color 2D STED images. To this end, initially, the nucleus was identified by
adding up all channel images, smoothing the result with a 2D Gaussian convolution kernel of variable width (0.6 mm), binarizing the
smoothed image with a variable threshold, morphologically filling holes in the binary structure and filtering out structures below a
certain threshold area. Kernel width and binarizing threshold were chosen manually to optimally cover the nucleus.
The image areas outside the nucleus were smoothed (convolution with a 2D Gaussian of kernel width 150 nm) and background
corrected (subtraction of 75% of the convolution with a 2D Gaussian of kernel width 0.6 mm). All spots above a certain threshold
were taken as spot centers. This threshold was chosen manually after visual inspection (typically the threshold amounted to
10%–20% of the maximal signal value), to optimally include all nucleoid spots, but exclude false positive spots in the background.
To each location a 2D elliptic, rotated Gaussian spot was fitted to the raw (unconvolved) data with a least-squares estimator. The fit
results in background and signal amplitude, short and long axis as well as orientation. The ratio of long to short estimated axes of the
fit gives the ellipticity. The brightness of a spot was estimated as the sum of raw image data in a circular region of 150 nm radius
around the nucleoid location.
Modeling of nucleoid population dynamics
Nucleoids were modeled as belonging to two subpopulations - a slowly duplicating population with duplication rate as and degradation rate bs and a fast duplicating population with duplication rate af and degradation rate bf. Rates are assumed to be constant
over time and adjusted so that the relative occurrence of the slow population is g and that the total number of nucleoids doubles
approximately every 7 days. Additionally, transfer between fast and slow populations is possible with a net transfer rate t (can be
positive or negative). Initially, all nucleoids are unlabeled and upon mtDNA replication both resulting nucleoids become labeled
(EdU-positive) (Figure 1G). In the experiment, the fraction of labeled nucleoids over time is observed. By stating the problem as a
system of ordinary differential equations and solving it, a theoretical model for the observed data is obtained. The two subpopulations
are predicted to manifest themselves as two characteristic exponential decays with different amplitude and decay rates. We denote
the slow populations with index s and the fast populations with index f, the unlabeled populations with index n (negative) and the
labeled populations with index p (positive). The system of differential equations to solve is then:
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dNsn
=  ðas + bs ÞNsn + tNfn
dt

dNsp
= 2as Nsn + ðas  bs ÞNsp + tNfp
dt

(1)

dNfn
=  ðaf + bf ÞNfn  tNfn
dt

dNfp
= 2af Nfn + ðaf  bf ÞNfp  tNfp
dt
The total number of nucleoids in a cell N = Nsn + Nsp + Nfn + Nfp is expected to double after the average cell division time td . The initial
conditions are Nsn =N = g, Nfn =N = 1  g and Nsp = Nfp = 0.
With the relative size of the slow and fast population fixed, the overall growth of the number of nucleoids is simply
NðtÞ = eðgðas bs Þ + ð1gÞðaf bf ÞÞt = eln2t=td

(2)

which relates the population rates to the overall nucleoid doubling time. The number of nucleoids in the fast population can readily be
solved by summing the two corresponding differential equations:
Nfn ðtÞ + Nfp ðtÞ = ð1  gÞeðaf bf tÞt = ð1  gÞNðtÞ

(3)

which results in another rate constraint t = af  bf  ln2=td . The solution for Nsn is a bit more involved but an ansatz with a sum of two
exponential functions results in
Nsn ðtÞ =

gðaf + bf Þ + t ðas + bs Þt
tð1  gÞ ðaf + bf + tÞt
e
e

af + bf + t
af + bf + t

(4)

The observed signal S, i.e., the fraction of positive (labeled) nucleoids, is conveniently computed by
SðtÞ = 1 

Nsn ðtÞ + Nfn ðtÞ
NðtÞ

(5)

gðaf + bf Þ + t ðas + bs + ln2=td Þt ð1  gÞðaf + bf Þ ðaf + bf + t + ln2=td Þt
e
e

af + bf + t
af + bf + t

(6)

and gives as the solution a sum of two exponentials:
SðtÞ = 1 

The solution to this general model has four free parameters and the experimental data did not allow estimating the parameter values
of the general model with certainty. Therefore, further suitable constraints were introduced before weighted least-squares fitting of
the solution to the data could be performed.
No transfer between fast and slow population (Independency Model)
If t is set to zero, (6) reduces to
SðtÞ = 1  ge2as t  ð1  gÞe2af t

(7)

with bs = as  ln2=td and bf = af  ln2=td .
Transfer between a fast and a completely inactive population (Inactivation Model)
For as = bs = 0, (6) reduces to
SðtÞ = 1 
with t = af  bf  ln2=td and g = t=ðaf  bf Þ.
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2af ðaf  bf  ln2=td Þ ln2t=td
ln2=td ðaf + bf Þ
e
e2af t

ðaf  bf Þð2af  ln2=td Þ
ðaf  bf Þð2af  ln2=td Þ

(8)
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A single population
The solution for a single population is trivially recovered if we set g = 1; t = 0; as = a; bs = b:
SðtÞ = 1  e2at

(9)

with b = a  ln2=td .
Colocalization of color channels
After detection of spots in each color channel, all other color channels were assigned to the DNA channel, which was supposed to
contain all of the existing nucleoids. Iteratively, the EdU, BrU or TFAM spot that was closest to any DNA spot was found and together
this pair was removed from the dataset, until the distance to the next available DNA spot was larger than a certain distance (0.1mm for
EdU, 0.2mm for BrU). The found pairs were regarded as colocalized spots, the unpaired DNA spots were regarded as single DNA
spots and unpaired EdU, BrU or TFAM spots (< 5% of all EdU, BrU or TFAM spots) were disregarded.
Calculation of nucleoids distance to the nucleus
The distance of a nucleoid to the nucleus was defined as the shortest distance to any edge of the detected nucleus in the 2D image.
After colocalization of the color channels only the positions in the DNA channel were used for computing that distance.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analyzes in Figures 2H–2J and Figures S2B and S2C was performed with an unpaired two-tailed t test. The p values and a
description of the compared datasets are listed in Table S3. All statistics were calculated using Origin 2017. Displayed diagrams were
generated with Origin 2017, as well. Information on replicates, error bars, and statistical significance can be found in the figures and
their corresponding legends.
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